Influence of Surface Wettability on Discharges from Water Drops in Electric Fields.
It is known that electrified droplets deform and may become unstable when the electric field they are exposed to reaches a certain critical value. These instabilities are accompanied by electric discharges due to the local enhancement of the electric field caused by the deformed droplets. Here we report and highlight an interesting aspect of the behavior of unstable water droplets and discharge generation: by implementing wettability engineering, we can manipulate these discharges. We demonstrate that wettability strongly influences the shape of a droplet that is exposed to an electric field. The difference in shape is directly related to differences in the critical value of the applied electric field at which inception of discharge occurs. Using theoretical models, we can predict and sufficiently support our observations. Thus, by tailoring the wettability of the surface, we can control droplet's behavior from expediting the discharge inception to completely restricting it.